
L' anhitecwre et la publicitt sont semblables et corollaires. Un 
sun•ol historique dtmontre que tous deux fondent sur 
/'ambivalence du continuum que no us habitons leursfonctions de 

symholi.wtion et de perpetuation de la culture. 

In a world where, as Jean Baudrillard diagnoses not 
without irony, "we no longer partake from the drama of alienation, 
but arc in the ecsta"y of communication,"' 1t is tempting to troce 
analogies between architecture :md advenising. In the most s1mplc 
sense, the tet·hnological products of both activiues often embrace 
uncritically the dominating ideology oflate capitalism. In trymg to 
sell an image they become repressive tools that curtail, rather than 
truly enhnncc, human freedom. As the Instruments of 
tcchnopollllctll:ums, both the office towers that house the maJOr Oil 
companies in llouston, for example, and the technically sophisu
cmed advenisemenLs that we admire between r:Hherdull television 
programs, arc not very different in their function as transparent 
signs of n logocentrie power structure. Doth architecture and 
n<lvertising arc able to use their power of seduction to promote a 
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single idea and sustain the 1llusion of an absolute order, i.c.,thc best 
of al l possible worlds which is supposed to be our technologicall) 
advanced consumer's civilization, the last, most comfonable and 
efficient, the latest manifestation of the single historical narrative 
resulting from the rational and "sc1entilic" explOitation of the 
world. Thus both advertisement and architecture can generate 
dcsrres in the mas.~ that result in calculated, preconceived aims, 
with therr usual reward for the manipul:uor: the control and occu· 
mulation of economic means and power. 

Many eth1cal qucsucms ansc at this point, questions th:n 
for obv1ous reasons are more obscure for architecture than for 
advertisement, a$ th1s laucr act I\ it} ts Jt lc<l<;t much more c'plicll 
about liS a1ms. And yet, de pill' the ob' 101" ~ohiTcrenccs lx'twccn 
commercial promouon and an:hitccture, it is clear thm the poht1cal 
success of nn an:hitcctural praxis is closely related to its public 
impact, :md adverusemcnt is a paradigm of succcssf ul commumca· 
uon, one that addresses the social "common ground." In order to 
gmsp t11e complex ethical questions sunoumhng this issue w~.' need 
a lx'tter understanding of human action in general. Parttcula.rl} 
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imporunt is the distinction th:u we must recogmze between archi
tecture as an :m. i.e. a setting-into-v.'Crl: of truth by the embodted 
imagirunion, and other technological products. 

This problem has been discussed by man} eminent phi
losophers in the recent past While their interpretations differ in 
their implications, Martin Heidegger.1 Hans-Georg Gadruner and 
Gianni Vauimo.• have all recognized the privileged nature of the 
workofanasthe/ocusofbeingandtruth. Vattimospeaksofabeing 
and truth that we may eaU "weak" to differentiate it from the 
"slrollg" transcendental Being of the past: the presumed absolute 
truth of r.raditional religion. science or metaphysics. It is neverthe
less interesting to rernembec that Georgcs Bataille, concerned with 
the possibiluy oflibernting hwn:mity from the serviwde imposed 
by the s:une logocentric power struCtures and the illusion of 
"3bsolute" metaphysic:ll truth of science and uaditional religions, 
belie\'Cd that architecture was the paradigmatic symbol of these 
repressi\'e powers, one that therefore should be blown to pieces in 
order to fulfil the promises of individu3.1 freedom ertShrined by the 
French revolution. Bataille therefore opposed writing to architec
ture.' the writing of "absence," thus taking to ils most radical 
consequences a beliefaboutlhe narureofhuman action as negation. 

Given the perennial disproportion between external real
ity and the mortal human condition, man has always been impelled 
to uansfonn the Wttld, to fabricate (myths/technology) and thus 
compensate for his in:lbility to adapt to the environmenL This 
condition has been a fundamental theme of mythical aniculations, 
from the fall of man in the Holy Scriptures, to the myth of 
Prornetheus in the HeUenic lradition, aU of which concern the 
ambivalent and ethical character of the human imagination that 
generates actions in order to come to terms with this disproportion.' 
Bataille's understanding is that these actions. at all times, have 
constituted a form of negation of the given reality. This being the 
ease, and agreeing with BataiUe's hope for the emancipation of 
humanity, we would have to accept his wish for the death of 
architecture, or at best, its transfonnation into a soft simulation, a 
cyberspxe in our computer tenninals that we may at least be able 
to turn off as we become weary of its seductive appearance, just as 
v. c turn off an annoying advertisement on television. 

This scenario, we might argue, is not so terrible after all. 
There are, indeed, numerous television commercials and advertise
ments in the metro that we admire. Their power of seduction is often 
so great that it seems to question the producti\e objective that 
sponsored them. These commercials, obviously not always effi
cient. make it to the film festival each year and we even pay a few 
dollars to appreciate their aesthetic qualities. In this case. it would 
be possible to claim, again with Baudrillard, that seduction is a new 
figure of our freedom, truly capable of destructuring production,' 
and we could even imagine, as the best possibility in this frame
won, an architecture-turned-simulation that through the inten
tional superficiality of the image and its "glossiness" may produce 
a giddiness akin to that of a soft drug. Such an "architecture," one 
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that necessarily bypasses the body. depends for 1ts effectiveness on 
the very suspension of fulfilment.. on the recognition that "mean
ing," beyond form, should not be intended. and that our only 
chance, in the era of electronic information, is to hope for a 
discourse absorbed into its own signs without a trace of meaning. 
It is of course betterto have simulated public space than repressive, 
"real" public spaces; reduced consciousness is preferable to acute 
pain .... 

Let us examine in simple language the fundamental philo
sophical premises implicit in this position. Perhaps we wiU then be 
capable to contemplate other possible options for an ethical prac
tice of architecrure, beyond the acceptance of its reduction to a 
formal game and a simulation. We may start by asking if it is truly 
a simple matter for man (and architect) to accept that there is no 
me3IIing after Nietzsehe has reminded us of the death of God. Must 
our openness to death inevitably result in a deconstructive, negative 
nihilism? The very premise of human action as negation remains 
problematic, as does that of the irrevocable demise of the human 
(individual) imagination, despite our recogniuon of the absence of 
on absolute, transcendental ground. Also problematic is the 
assumtion, fundamental for Gilles Deleuze and other 
deconstructive writers, that meaning is not given in the pre
reflective engagement of our embodied being in the world.' 
Edmund Husserl and Maurice Merleau-Ponty among others, have 
shown the impossibility of "explaining" meaning in human expe
rience as simply a product of intellectual operations and associa
tions of a Cartesian mind.' 

Funhennore, if one follows Hans Blumcnberg's argu
ment in his recent study on the relevance of myth in Western 
culwre,10 it is possible to posit that affinnation is always a compo
nent of human action as well, operating in the phenomcnological, 
vivid present, enacted by a self, an cmbodted consciousness. that is 
indeed not reducible to the Cartesian ego cogito. Blumenbcrg 
demonstrates the fallacy involved in the notion that myth, the 
paradigmatic human narrative that concerns affirmation and recon
ciliation, is simply "left behind" or transfonned into philosophical 
discourse back in classical Greece. The possibility of myth as a 
discourse of affinnation. allowing us to account for the fact that 
meaning is in fact inescapable, is of course the provinceoflit.eraturc 
and. I would argue, also of archit.ecture as a narrative fonn. the 
option that I consider preferable and most appropriate to our 
present situation. This, I must emphasize, does not mean that the 
.. truth" set-into-work by architecture is in any way the absolute 
truth of the Western metaphysical tradition. And yet, the architect 
must accept the ethical responsibility that accompanies this expec
tation. 

Already in the 16th century Giordano Bruno observed, in 
his rather litlle known work De vinculis in genere, that the power 
of manipulation of the magician was the power of eros.11 For the 
magician to excn an effective power u was 1mportant that he be a 
vigorous lover. He had lObe able to fall m love in order to seduce 
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effectively and then maintain the seduced object under control. In 
other words, despite the precocious recognition by Bruno of the 
autonomy of this realm of human manipulation from the frame
work of values of traditional Christianity, one which can be read as 
a precursor of the modem world of commercial signs and advertise
mentS, he often emphasized that faith was the prior condition for 
magic. He understood that both the magician (or doctor, or prophet 
or, we might add, Renaissance artist or architect) and the subject, 
had to be credulous in order to accomplish anything. Both the 
architect and the public accepted the primacy of perception and 
recognized the presence of meaning through a condition that today 
we would call perceptual faith. At the inception of the modem 
world, however, the option to engage in either white or black magic 
was clearly present. 

This option, according to mythical narratives, was present 
since the beginning of human civilization. Man has been impelled 
to make an cthtcal choice between action as reconciliation and 
action as domination, and has recognized the potential dangers of 
the laucr, parucularly in relation to a transcendental framework of 
values. Today it is clear that the transcendental framework is 
nbsent. And yet we understand desire as the phcnomenological 
origin of meaning in general. It is the ever present desire in our 
experience that gives our actS a sense of direction and purpose, that 
constitutes the ftrst manifestation of the human imagination and 
demands a narrative structure to articulate our felt sense of tempo
rality, where past and future projections become inescapable di
mensions of the vivid present. By fulfilling desires technology 
controls, but the technological manipulator must not fall in love. In 
fact, compassion must be excluded from technological action in 
order to maintnin the distance that allows for control. Such an 
"unethical" attitude goes hand in hand with the embracing of an 
ego-less consciousness, one which also gives up the narrative 
structures that consti tute our only way to articulme an ethos. This 
is the auitude that can of course be seen as epitomized in advertise
ment. 

Technology, our world, IS both an unsurmountable wall 
between man and nature, and an environment so closely liued to our 
needs and desires that it may be possible to say that the initial 
dtstancc between man and hts environment, the condition that 
differentiated man from animals, h:ts been obliterated. Such is our 
dangerous and ambivalent reality. We could therefore interpret 
technology as an accomplished form of black mag1c, generating tts 
own artificial desires and obliteraung the inveterate gap between 
our embodied consciousness and the world, the very condition of 
thought, language and humun culture. Dcconstrucllve philosophy, 
as it justifiably nrgues for the dissolution of the ego in the context 
of the history of philosophy, often fails to understand the crucial 
difference between this Cartesian ego and the imagining self which 
is truly in danger in our technological culture. Do we really wish to 
become chickens, m indlcss subJeCtS conditioned by advertisement 
and technological fulfilment, strictly speaking, leading a life be
yond desire? 
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It could also be argued that. on the other hand, by adopting 
a critical attitude and withholding fulfilment, the artist-architect 
also controls. And yetitis precisely the artist's prerogative to intend 
reconciliation rather than domination. A self-transformation of lhe 
architect. perhaps best articulated by Martin Heidegger's notion of 
Gelassenheit, as a possible new relationship between man and the 
.. things" that make up the Lcehnological world, is required in order 
to fullil this potential of the work of art.11 An ethical attitude of 
response-ability, caring and compassion, articulated through nar
rative, is an important part of this self-transformation. 

Over and beyond the well-kn0\1.'11 perils of self-destruc
tion and ecological disaster that now haunt humanity, the techno
logical enfrarning has been shown by Heidegger to pose more 
subtJe and yet more grave dangers.n Tile reduction of the external 
world to a "picture" and the physical reality to a material "standing 
reserve," underline all aspectS of the destructive nihilism at the end 
of the modem age. Heidegger also warned, however, that a nostal
gic escape from technology and its d1scourse contemplated as an 
option by architecture critics like Christian Norberg-Schultz and 
other "post-modem style" architects, is simply not poss1ble. Tech
nology is not a condition that can be criticized by "stepptng out," 
by espousing the values of "traditional" art and architecture, 
metaphysics or humanism. The "way out" must be sought by 
acknowledging the mysteriousoriginsoftechnotogy itself, through 
Gelassenheit, a " release" of the "things" in the world, a "letting 
things be" opposed to any will to power (distinct also from the 
instrumental formulations of being-in-the-world that characterize 
Heidegger's own earlier philosophical writings), and through 
Verwindung, a strategy of destructuration of the languages of 
science and tcchnology.1

• Thus it could finally be possible ID 

collapse the difference between technological and aesthetic cul
ture, and \I. ith it. the difference between rationalism and imtional
ism that has sustained the culture of modernity and its architecture 
during the last two hundred years. 

For architecture, as opposed to advertising, such a revised 
attitude towards technology is crucial. In order to set truth into 
work, architecture must accept technology as its world, and yet, it 
must also twist and overcome it, in a way that challenges the very 
idea of historical progress (and the avant-garde) inherited from the 
early modem {17th century) notions of scientific linear history. 
Thus the architect must est.abhsh a dtfferent rel3tionship with the 
artifacts of her/his trodioon. The most brilliant philosopher of the 
c:u-ly 18th century, Gtamb:lttista Vico, had already recognized the 
pri' ilcgcd status of art as the objects of "concrete poclt) ", as 
cmbodimcnLS of truths otherwise aruculatcd through myth. These 
obJeClS, the traces of htstory, can be interpreted as a personal 
engagement of the embodied consciousness with the "sturr· of the 
world, a primordial product oftheselfs imaginauon.ln the context 
of V tco 's reJection of the Cartesian ego, his understanding of rerum 
ipswnfactum (man only knows what he makes), cannot be con
fused with the products of technology. A key to this dtstinction ts 
the etl•ical role of the personal imagination in the act of making, a 
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c!'lt'Cful, thoughtful. and comp:lSSionate making. Vico's New Sct
t!nu. I belie' c. can be rc!ld as the first instance where th1' d•sunc
tion is implicitly :trticulatcd. together"' ilh the qucsuonmg of the 
granu n:u-rativc of Judeo-Christian history.1s It is p3r3mOunL that 
~he contemporary architect understand this distinction. In order to 
carry his/her \\Ork beyond mere seductive fonnnlism (the best 
possible scenario for an archit~tW"C that"givcs up" meaning), the 
architect must drnw from the works of the past that appear as loci 
of being, and allcmpt a "translation" of this perception into lhe 
works of lhe present The best model Lhat comes to mind is lhe 
"'0'3J1Slation" of Jarnes Joyc~ from lhe Odyssey to Ulysses. The 
being that may thus shine forth in the work is qualitatively different 
from the absolute truth of science and metaphysics, and can be 
better defined by the origi!13l Greek term aletheia, which according 
to Hddeggcr implies an unveiling th:u nckno"' ledges the some
thing that always remains concealed,a "truth" never given once and 
for :111. one v.hich recognizes the absence of God from human 
a!Tairs :md }et. despite Derrida's puns,1' does not end up in a 
negative nihilism. 

We may believe that we mbabit Lhe homogeneous space 
of Dcsc:utes nnd Lhat objects do not change their being when they 
move from site to site. We may therefore applaud an "architecture" 
of objects or prosthetic projections. The imaginary space ofGalileo 
(indeed. on! y an imaginary space where the laws of inertia operate!) 
became the assumed space of modern democratic SUlles and 
tcchnopolitics. or course, the UIIULh as correspondence" of applied 
science v.orks ... ln such a world, a '\.,eak" technological \\Orld. it 
is not hard to believe that the tele,·ision image is more real than the 
tactile reality that is given lO our whole, embodied being, before 
.. stimuli" become differential.ed by the senses. All this notwith
standing, spxe is and "'1U remain different in Montreal and in 
Toronto, \\e uundcr~Ulnd~ P.ollis by simply stepping off the train, 
and grasp the absurdity of expressing "aesthetic" judgments about 
buildings after "dccont.cxr.uaJizing" them, as if they could really 
exist as objects, devoid of any context whatsoever. We know that 
we all have the potential to perceive differently, that our body 
"knows," nnd th:ll mysteries remain on the very surface of our 
e~pcricncc. We also rccogni1..e thntourprescnt"common grounu," 
our glorified bubble diagram of television rooms, is indeed u 
rcduccl.l realm of ellperiencc. 

This is the ambivalent continuum that we inhabit in this 
modcrn/postmcxlern world, and art and architecture, as opposed to 
ad,ertising and other technological images, must keep addressing 
!his "cry ambivalence, in the hope of retrieving the trooitional (and 
crucial} function of symbolization for the perpetuation of culture. 
The richness of architecture, and our very hope for iLs survival as 
space/place. ultimately depends on its rejection of any reduction of 
the budding or con truction to the swtus of ~ign, meant simply to 
be "read" by a disembodied mind, regardless of how much more 
"politically efficient" it may become by adopting the strategies of 
ach crtisc.ment and simulation. 
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